PBC Uniform Code
PBC is a uniform school. All PBC students are expected to accept and support
these standards of dress as determined by the Executive Principal and
supported by the PBC P&C. This policy is an integral part of our school security
program and supports the Queensland Department of Education, Workplace
Health and Safety policy.
Students are required to wear the complete school uniform each day and students should
present to school in a “fresh, neat and tidy” uniform at all times. This standard will ensure that
PBC maintains its fine reputation in the community and enhances our public image.
Students are able to wear their Sports Excellence uniform for period 1 PE instead of changing
from one uniform to another uniform.
Students will be able to wear whatever uniform they are in for period 4 home.
Therefore, students must be wearing the complete dress uniform or complete sports uniform
in accordance with school routine. There is to be no mixing and matching of uniforms.
.
Middle School Uniform - Boys

Middle School Uniform - Girls

Shirt
Shorts
Shoes

Shirt
Skirt/Culottes

Senior School Uniform - Boys

Blue blouse with logo on pocket
Navy blue, knee length with logo on
hemline
Shoes
Black polishable leather/ synthetic
upper, enclosed (toe, sides, upper
and heel with tongue, laces)
Stockings
Navy blue or skin tone only
Socks
Plain white socks that cover the ankle
Hat
PBC cap or bucket hat with logo
Jumper*/Jacket* Navy blue knit with logo or navy blue
jacket with logo
Track pants*
Blue with white stipe and PBC Logo
Senior School Uniform - Girls

Shirt

Shirt

Socks
Jumper*/Jacket*
Track Pants*
Hat

Shorts
Shoes

Socks
Jumper*/Jacket*
Track Pants*
Hat

Blue shirt with logo on pocket
Navy blue with logo on back pocket
Black polishable leather/ synthetic
upper, enclosed (toe, sides, upper
and heel with tongue, laces)
Plain white socks that cover the ankle
Navy blue knit with logo or navy blue
jacket with logo
Blue with white stipe and PBC Logo
PBC cap or bucket hat with logo

Blue and white pin stripe shirt with
logo on pocket
Navy blue with logo on back pocket
Black polishable leather/ synthetic
upper, enclosed (toe, sides, upper
and heel with tongue, laces)
Plain white socks that cover the ankle
Navy blue knit with logo or navy blue
jacket with logo
Blue with white stipe and PBC Logo
PBC cap or bucket hat with logo

Skirt/Culottes
Shoes

Stockings
Socks
Hat
Jumper*/Jacket*
Track pants*

Blue and white pin stripe blouse with
logo on pocket
Navy blue, knee length with logo on
hemline
Black polishable leather/ synthetic
upper, enclosed (toe, sides, upper
and heel with tongue, laces)
Navy blue or skin tone only
Plain white socks that cover the ankle
PBC cap or bucket hat with logo
Navy blue knit with logo or navy blue
jacket with logo
Blue with white stipe and PBC Log

Sport Uniform (Unisex)
Shirt
Shorts
Hat
Shoes

Red polo shirt with PBC Reds logo
Red shorts with PBC Reds logo on pocket
PBC cap or bucket hat with logo
Predominantly white or black lace up sports shoes only with white or black laces (or black shoes as
per PBC uniform code) – must be runners, no converse-like shoes

* Seasonal – Winter only

PBC UNIFORM CODE
Sports Excellence Training Wear
Sports Excellence Training Wear may only be worn for training purposes and can
be purchased by students enrolled in the Sports Excellence Program.
Winter Uniform
Only the PBC navy blue knit jumper or the PBC jacket with school logo can be worn .
PBC navy blue track pants, blue with white stripe and PBC logo .
Whilst jumpers and jackets can be worn throughout the year, the track pants are permitted
only during the winter months of Term 2 and Term 3.
The Year 12 jersey is part of the winter uniform and can only be worn throughout Term 2 and
Term 3.
These items can only be purchased from the PBC uniform shop.
Hair
Hair styles and colour are to be appropriate to a professional work environment.
Hair colour is to be of natural tone and no extreme styles or colours are permitted.
Hair accessories should be navy or white. No patterned scarves or headbands.
Make-up
No visible make-up or nail polish is to be worn.
Sunscreen is encouraged to be worn that is of a natural tone.
Jewellery
Jewellery is optional and is restricted to a wrist watch and one earring in each ear only.
Earrings must be small and discreet.
Piercings: There are to be no visible facial piercings. They must be covered or clear. Other
piercings and/or tattoos must not be visible.

1. Students will be able to wear their sports excellence uniform for period 1 PE instead of
changing from one uniform to another uniform.
2. Students will be able to wear whatever uniform they are in for period 4 home.
The expectation is that the students are always in a full school uniform of some description
and there is no mixing and matching. Teachers on bus duty, please ensure that the students
leave in a matching school uniform.
The reason for the changes are that there are a number of students who on certain days are
expected to have three different uniforms at school and have three uniform changes
through the day.
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